2018-2019
The following supplies are recommended by our teachers for classroom use during the year.
Other supplies may be requested during the first few days of school.
Aniel
(2”) 3-ring binder, 5 dividers, pencils / erasers, red checking pen, calculator (scientific – does not have to be graphing), Kleenex/ hand
anitizer for classroom, book cover (stretchy), Hole reinforcers, book cover only for Algebra I class
Baldwin
College-ruled spiral notebook (at least 100 pages), 3 ring binder
Barbuto
3 ring binder /with paper, Pen (blue or black), Pen (red)
Bienkowski
College ruled notebook (spiral), pencil, pens, binder, calculator, book cover, folder with pockets
Chambers
Health: folders, pen/pencils, paper
PE: Finger-tip length shorts, capris, or sweatpants, T-shirt, Gym shoes
Clark
Student: spiral notebook, book cover, pens and pencils, calculator (nothing fancy), folder or binder
Classroom Needs: Box tissues, Clorox wipes, box of Crayola type markers (thick), Box of colored pencils, Post it notes all shapes, sizes &
colors, glue stick or bottles of glue
Coles
Paper, writing utensils, highlighters, composition notebook, pocket folder, box of tissues, hand sanitizer, colored pencils
Copus
IP: 2-pocket folder, pencil
Woodwinds: Cork grease, 3 extra reeds, swab
Brass: Slide grease, valve oil, slide oil
All Band Students: pencils

J. Davis
Notebook, pencil or pen, folder
Dotson

Pencils, 1 inch binder, dividers, duo tang folder without pockets, flash drive
Echols
1” Binder, 5 binder dividers/tabs, folder, checking pens, pencils, highlighter
Fisher-Sheppard
Yearbook
Marble composition book, 3-ring binder (1”), 5 divider tabs, pens, pencil
English 9
3-ring binder (2”), 5 divider tabs, 2 different colored ink pens, highlighter, Kleenex
Geb
Jumbo fabric book covers, calculator, spiral notebook, folder, pen and pencils, 2 large glue sticks
Gerling
Folder, writing utensil, lined paper or notebook
Hinchcliffe
Health class: Pocket folders and notebooks
P.E.: Exercise clothing
Howell
2” binder, 6 blue ink pens, 6 red ink pens, 1 package divider tabs for the binder, 1 package of 3X5 cards
Jenzen
8th Grade Science/9th physical science: Composition notebook, Folder with pockets, pen and pencil, calculator, (10) glue sticks, (4) expos
markers, (2 sets) Sticky notes
Koehler
One 3-ring binder, one 5-pack divider, pencils, highlighter, notebook, jumbo book cover

Kupke
Composition notebook (either lined paper or graph paper style), spiral notebook (at least 100 pgs), highlighters, scientific calculator, 5
pocket style folders
Lesperance
Folder
Lupu
Drama: 2 folders with pockets, highlighter pen, pen for notation
Machesky
1 inch binder with pockets, 5 dividers, blue or black pens, pencils, flash drive, highlighters and Kleenex
Markaj

Mrs. Markaj: See Syllabus from the website "mrsmarkaj.weebly.com"
McCarthy
2” binder, composition notebook (no pages will be torn out), loose leaf paper (for binder), two sharpened or mechanical pencils,
eraser(s) yellow highlighter, Red pens(multiple) colored pencils, one pack of 3X5 ruled index cards, glue sticks, scissors, personal
handheld pencil sharpener, scientific calculator, protractor, Kleenex for use in class, Optional: plastic page protectors, hole
reinforcements (stickers) binder pencil pouch, binder 3-hole paper punch.
McDonald
3 spiral notebooks (100 pages each), scientific calculator (not graphing), two 2-pocket folders, pencils
Sarah R. Miller (Spanish I and Spanish II)
Binder, dividers, paper, any color pen, pencils, notecards (optional), book cover, Kleenex, hand sanitizer, White-out (correction fluid)
Naperkowski
Pencils, 2-inch binder, scientific calculator (not graphing), spiral notebook
7th Grade Co-taught see Mr. McDonald’s list
9th Grade Co-taught see Mrs. Kupke’s list
Patrzalek
Each student should have a 2-pocket folder

Provencher
Pens, pencils, highlighter, notebook, binder, flash drive
Roberts, C
Flash drives, colored pencils
Sachs
German I & II: 2-inch ring binder or larger, 1 package 5 tab dividers,
Exploratory Language: Folder, spiral notebook
Saunders
Spiral notebook/ folder, scientific calculator ($15.00 max price), pencils
Sevek
Pencils, hand-held pencil sharpener, colored pencils (set of 36 colors), sketchbook, eraser
Derek Smith
2-pocket folder w/matching color notebook, red pen, pen or pencil, colored pencils
Shannon Spisak
Algebra 1 – 3 ring binder (2” -3”), 5 tabbed dividers, loose-leaf filler paper, pencils, scientific calculator (TI-84 Graphing Calculators will be
used in class and now may be the right time to make the technological investment)
Algebra II - 3-ring binder (2” -3”), 5 tabbed dividers, loose-leaf filler paper, pencils, graphing calculator (TI-84 recommended), your
interactive notebook made in Algebra I
Computer Science Discoveries: pencil, folder
Steve Spisak
Folder and a pen or pencil
Stewart
Pencils, Folder, Notebook, Scientific Calculator

Syler
Choir: folder for music, agenda, pen/pencil
I.P.: folder, agenda, paper for notes, pen/pencil,
History: folder/binder, agenda, paper for notes, pen/pencil
Trigger
3-ring binder (2”- 3”), pencils/pens for note taking, colored pencils, highlighters

Tyll:
English: 1 inch binder, 5 binder dividers with tabs, checking pen, pencils, highlighter
Geography: 1 pocket folder with duo-tang and 1 notebook (must be matching colors or pattern), checking pen, pencils,
highlighter, box of colored pencils
Van Antwerp
Jumbo fabric book covers, calculator, spiral notebook, folder with pockets, pen and pencils
Weaver
Pencils, hardcover “composition style” notebooks (one per semester), pocket folder (one per semester), box of Kleenex

This list can also be found on our school’s website:
http://shelby.uticak12.org

